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ABSTRACT Single-phase dc-excited flux-switching machines (DCFSMs) are suitable for operations in
harsh environments and cost-sensitive applications due to their rugged structure. However, the practical
application of DCFSMs is limited because significant torque ripple is generated in them as the armature
current commutates. However, with a marginal modification to the rotor structure, the single-phase DCFSM
exhibits a unique property that its reluctance torque is complementary to its electromagnetic torque. A
significant reluctance torque can be generated by the field current near the commutation positions. To explore
the characteristics of the complementary torque, this paper presents a speed control system with a torque
ripple reduction scheme for single-phase DCFSMs. In this scheme, the armature and field currents are
controlled with precalculated profiles such that the reluctance torque compensates for the loss of the
electromagnetic torque near the commutation positions. The experimental results indicated that with the
proposed control scheme, the maximum torque ripple reduced to 56% near the commutation positions when
the machine provided the rated torque. Moreover, because the studied DCFSM generated highly linear
torque, satisfactory speed control performance was achieved.

INDEX TERMS Control system, reluctance torque, single-phase flux-switching machine, torque ripple
reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION
Because single-phase dc-excited flux-switching machines
(DCFSMs) contain only windings and iron cores, their man-
ufacturing cost is low. Moreover, DCFSMs are suitable for
operation in harsh environments and for high-speed opera-
tions due to their rugged structure [1]–[3]. Numerous stud-
ies have reported that single-phase DCFSMs exhibit higher
efficiency and power density than single-phase induction
machines (IMs) and universal machines (UMs) [4]–[7].
Therefore, single-phase DCFSMs have the potential to be
used in the applications in which single-phase IMs or UMs
are adopted, such as low power food processor, juicer, and
mixer.

Single-phase DCFSMs contain two types of windings:
armature and field windings. Conventionally, the armature
current commutates with mutual inductance, whereas the
field current is set to a dc value. However, significant torque
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ripple is also generated due to armature current commuta-
tion.When the armature current commutates, the electromag-
netic torque reduces to 0. Consequently, the torque ripple is
generally more than 100% of the rated torque. In addition,
single-phase DCFSMs cannot generate sufficient starting
torque near the commutation positions at standstill. The com-
mutation position denotes the position where the armature
current commutates. The aforementioned drawbacks limit the
application of DCFSMs. To provide single-phase machines
with self-starting capability, the authors in [8]–[12] presented
techniques that used tapered rotor design and a special mag-
net arrangement. By adopting these techniques, the rotor can
be moved to a nonzero-torque position by cogging torque
at standstill. Consequently, the single-phase machines can
successfully start-up. However, additional cost and instal-
lation space is required for the permanent magnets. In [3],
a prototype machine with a two-layer rotor structure was pro-
posed. With this rotor structure, the field current can generate
significant reluctance torque near the commutation positions.
It is called the complementary torque characteristic in this
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paper. Because the rotor can be moved to a nonzero-torque
position by the reluctance torque, this prototype machine can
start-up from any rotor position. However, the control scheme
for reducing the torque ripple was not discussed in [3]. Torque
ripple reduction scheme for three-phase machines have been
discussed extensively in the literatures. These schemes are
generally based on the predictive control [13]–[16], and cur-
rent shaping techniques [17]–[19]. Reference [20] presented
the design of a unique current profile to reduce torque ripple
on the basis of current shaping technique for single-phase
DCFSM; however, only preliminary results are presented in
this study.

In this paper, a torque ripple reduction scheme is pre-
sented for the prototype machine constructed in [3]. Due
to the two-layer rotor structure, this machine has a unique
property that its reluctance torque is complementary to its
electromagnetic torque. Significant reluctance torque can be
generated by the field current near the commutation positions.
The proposed torque ripple reduction scheme was developed
according to the complementary torque. The machine was
excited with the calculated armature and field current pro-
files so that the reluctance torque could compensate for the
pulsating electromagnetic torque.

The remainder of this paper is organized into five sections.
Section II describes the structure and model of the studied
machine. Section III presents the algorithms for the current
profile calculations. Section IV describes the current and
speed control systems. Section V describes the performance
of the proposed control system. Finally, Section VI provides
the conclusions of this study.

II. STUDIED SINGLE-PHASE DCFSM
The machine studied in this research is an eight-slot, four-
pole, single-phase DCFSM (Fig. 1(a)). Its rotor is composed
of a main rotor, which has a standard doubly salient structure,
and an auxiliary rotor, which has an asymmetric pole shoe
structure [3]. Its cross-sectional view is displayed in Fig. 1(b)
to show the winding configuration, where θr is the rotor
electrical position. For a clear observation, only the main
rotor is shown. The main parameters of the machine are listed
in Table 1, where the active material weight denotes the total
weight of the iron cores and copper windings.

The torque generated by the single-phase DCFSM can
generally be expressed as follows:

Te = P

[
i2a
2

d
dθr

Las +
i2f
2

d
dθr

Lfs + ia
d
dθr

(
if Lm

)]
= TrelucA + TrelucF + Tm, (1)

where P is the number of poles; ia and if are the arma-
ture and field currents, respectively; Las and Lfs are the
armature and field self-inductances, respectively; and Lm
is the mutual inductance. The generated torque comprises
three components: (i) the electromagnetic torque generated
by both currents and the mutual inductance (Tm), (ii) the
reluctance torque generated by the armature current and its

TABLE 1. Main parameters of the single-phase DCFSM.

FIGURE 1. (a) Image of the studied single-phase DCFSM, and (b) its
cross-sectional view (only main rotor).

self-inductance (TrelucA), and (iii) the reluctance torque gen-
erated by the field current and its self-inductance (TrelucF ).
Fig. 2 displays the self-inductances and mutual inductance
calculated with the finite-element method (FEM). The induc-
tances fluctuate with the rotor position. Fig. 3(a) displays
the calculated Tm and the currents when the machine is
excited using the conventional method, in which the armature
current is sinusoidal and the field current has a constant
value. Due to the armature current commutation, Tm pulsates
considerably. However, as displayed in Fig. 3(b), when the
currents are constant, a nearly square TrelucF is generated near
the commutation positions. Because the reluctance torque
is highly complementary to the electromagnetic torque, the
reluctance torque can compensate for the loss in the electro-
magnetic torque caused by the armature current commuta-
tions. Although the reluctance torque will counteract the elec-
tromagnetic torque when the armature current is significant,
the influence is negligible due to significant electromagnetic
torque.

III. CURRENT PROFILES FOR REDUCING THE TORQUE
RIPPLE
The torque components displayed in Fig. 3 reveal that increas-
ing the field current near the commutation positions can
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FIGURE 2. Calculated self-inductances and mutual inductance.

FIGURE 3. Calculated (a) Tm and (b) TrelucF with the respective excitation
currents.

reduce the torque ripple. However, simply increasing the
field current without regulating the armature current suit-
ably may cause excessive copper loss. Moreover, the input
power supply also limits the maximum rate of change of
the currents. The aforementioned constraints were consid-
ered in the development of a current profile calculation
algorithm.

A. CURRENT PROFILES WITH MINIMUM COPPER LOSS
Because the currents are controlled independently, an infi-
nite number of current combinations can generate a desired
torque. An algorithm was developed in [8] to calculate the
current profiles for various torque commands and mini-
mize the copper loss. Fig. 4 displays a set of calculated
current profiles, where Te0, Te1, Te2, Te3, and Te4 denote
0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% rated torque, respectively.
According to the results of [8], the maximum torque rip-
ple reduced considerably to 30% with the aforementioned
profiles, in which the torque ripple is calculated as follows:
[max (Te) − min(Te)]/mean (Te). However, these aforemen-
tioned profiles are impractical for implementation because
the sharp transitions near the commutation positions cannot
be realized with a real input power supply. Consequently,
the generated torque deteriorates at high speed when the
studied machine is excited with the aforementioned current
profiles.

FIGURE 4. Calculated current profiles for various torque commands to
reduce the torque ripple and minimize the copper loss [8].

B. CURRENT PROFILES THAT CONSIDER THE INPUT
VOLTAGE LIMITATION
To maintain the torque performance at high speed, the rate
of change of the currents should be limited according to the
input voltage limitation. The armature winding voltage va and
field winding voltage vf can respectively be expressed as

va = iaRa + ωr
d
dθr

(iaLas)+ ωr
d
dθr

(
if Lm

)
, (2)

vf = if Rf + ωr
d
dθr

(
if Lfs

)
+ ωr

d
dθr

(iaLm), (3)

where Ra and Rf are the resistances of the armature and
field windings, respectively, and ωr is the electrical speed.
Coupling voltages are formed between the windings due to
the mutual inductance. The induced voltage on the armature
winding is treated as the back electromotive force (EMF). The
resistive drop is neglected because this factor is considerably
smaller than the inductive drop and induced voltage at high
speed. Thus, the differential voltage caused by the current
variations can be approximated as follows:

d
dθr

(iaLas) ≈
1
ωr

(
va − ωr

d
dθr

(
if Lm

))
(4)

d
dθr

(
if Lfs

)
≈

1
ωr
·

(
vf − ωr

d
dθr

(iaLm)
)

(5)

According to (4) and (5), the winding voltage and induced
voltage determine the rate of change of the current. Near
the commutation positions, the induced voltage in the field
winding is small due to a small ia. Therefore, vf is generally
sufficient for obtaining a suitable rate of change for the field
current. However, for the armature winding, the back EMF
becomes significant near the commutation positions due to
the increasing field current. Therefore, the rate of change of
the armature current is limited to the available va.

In this study, the currents were controlled separately by
using two full-bridge inverters. The maximum voltage that
can be applied to the windings is equal to the input power
supply VDC . Therefore, the rate of change of the armature
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FIGURE 5. Flow of the proposed current profile design algorithm.

FIGURE 6. Current combinations that can generate 50% rated torque for
positions (a) D and (b) E.

current must satisfy the following inequality:∣∣∣∣d (iaLas)dθr

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
ωr
(|±VDC | − |backEMF|). (6)

Absolute values are used in (6) to avoid the error caused by
the polarity. Equation (6) can also be expressed as∣∣∣∣1(iaLas)1θr

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
ωr
(|±VDC | − |backEMF|), (7)

where ‘‘1’’ denotes the difference. A current profile cal-
culation algorithm was developed on the basis of (7) and
the inductance model displayed in Fig. 2. The flow of the
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The principle of the proposed algorithm is described in
the following text, consider the positions D and E marked
in Fig. 3. Assuming that the torque command is 50% rated
torque, the current combinations that can generate 50% rated
torque are calculated and shown in Fig. 6. Then, because Las
and the back EMF are considerably affected by the excitation
current, they are calculated according to the magnetomotive
force (MMF) produced by these current combinations. The
MMF is calculated as follows:

MMF = iaNa + if Nf , (8)

where Na and Nf denote the number of turns of the armature
and field windings, respectively. The calculated Las values
and back EMFs for the aforementioned current combinations

FIGURE 7. Calculated Las for the current combinations displayed in Fig. 6:
positions (a) D and (b) E.

FIGURE 8. Calculated induced voltage for the current combinations
displayed in Fig. 6: positions (a) D and (b) E.

are displayed in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The largest Las
and back EMF values are used in (9) to calculate the worst
case, expressed as

max (Las)

∣∣∣∣ 1ia
θE − θD

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
ωr
(VDC −max (|backEMF|)).

(9)

After the rate of change of the armature current is calculated,
the current combinations that satisfy (9) at the maximum
speed will be saved. Then, the copper loss of these current
combinations are calculated by (10).

Pcopper = i2aRa + i
2
f Rf . (10)

Finally, the current combination that generatesminimum cop-
per loss is selected and used in the torque ripple reduction
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FIGURE 9. Current profiles calculated with the proposed algorithm.

scheme. The selected current combination is marked in Fig. 6
with a black dot. When no current combination satisfies (9),
the current combination with the minimum armature current
change rate is selected.

C. PROPOSED CURRENT PROFILES
Fig. 9 depicts the current profiles for various torque com-
mands obtained with the proposed calculation algorithm. The
armature current becomes smoother after its change rate is
limited. The field current profile also becomes smoother due
to the slow commutation in the armature winding. Only the
positions marked in Fig. 3 (0◦, B–Q, and 360◦) are calculated
to save computation time. The currents between these posi-
tions are approximated through linear interpolation.

IV. CONTROL SYSTEMS
The control scheme for single-phase DCFSM has been
rarely discussed. Some studies have proposed controlling
single-phase brushless dc motors [21] and single-phase
IMs [22]–[24] on the basis of the virtual DQ frame ori-
entation. The results of these studies have indicated that
single-phase machines can be controlled in a similar man-
ner to three-phase machines. However, the schemes used
to control three-phase machines cannot be implemented in
single-phase DCFSMs because the magnetic field distribu-
tion of DCFSMs is not sinusoidal.

Fig. 10 displays the proposed control scheme for the stud-
ies single-phase DCFSM. The control system consists of
three parts: the (i) current controller, (ii) current command
generator, and (iii) speed controller. An encoder is used to
feedback the rotor position and shaft speed to validate the per-
formance of the proposed scheme. The subsequent sections
detail on the three aforementioned controllers.

A. CURRENT CONTROLLER
Equations (2) and (3) can be rewritten respectively as

va = iaRa + L1a
d
dt
ia + ωr

d (iaL2a)
dθr

+ ωr
d
(
if Lm

)
dθr

(11)

FIGURE 10. Control system for the studied single-phase DCFSM.

FIGURE 11. Function blocks of the current controller.

and

vf = if Rf + L1f
d
dt
if + ωr

d
(
if L2f

)
dθr

+ ωr
d (iaLm)
dθr

, (12)

where L1a and L1f are the dc components of the arma-
ture and field self-inductances, respectively. Moreover, L2a
and L2f are the ac components of the armature and field
self-inductances, respectively. Fig. 11 displays the detailed
function blocks of the current controller. The windings are
modeled as R–L loads with coupling voltages between them,
which are expressed as follows:

vac = ωr ·
d
dθr

(iaL2a)+ ωr ·
d
dθr

(
if Lm

)
(13)

vfc = ωr ·
d
dθr

(
if L2f

)
+ ωr ·

d
dθr

(iaLm) (14)

All the coupling voltages are functions of the rotor position
due to the alternating inductances and are decoupled with
v∗ac and v∗fc in the controller, as depicted in the blue block
in Fig. 11. The inductances used to calculate the decoupling
voltages are displayed in Fig. 2. The currents are controlled
with theDahlin controller because it can achieve considerably
high bandwidth without overshoot [25]. The controller band-
width is approximately 1.6 kHz. Two full-bridge inverters are
used to generate the requested voltages through pulse-width
modulation (PWM). Note that using two inverters is not
appropriate for small size, low-cost drives. But it can maxi-
mize the performance and provide high flexibility for control
algorithm development. Considering practical implementa-
tion, a half-bridge circuit can be used for the field winding
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FIGURE 12. Calculated mutual inductances for various field currents.

since field current does not commutate. Consequently, a stan-
dard three-phase inverter module can be used to control both
winding currents.

The inductances are stored in look-up tables (LUTs)
and indexed with θdec. Because the voltage commands are
synthesized through PWM with a digital signal processor
(DSP), delays occur between the voltage commands and the
actual voltages. Therefore, to apply the decoupling voltages
promptly, the phase of θdec is set to be marginally ahead of
that of θr . The parameter θdec is calculated as

θdec = θr + n · Ts · Pωm, (15)

where Ts denotes the sampling period, and n is a positive
integer. The parameter n is experimentally tuned to 2 to
achieve the optimal compensation performance.

Another problem associated with the current controller is
the inductance variations caused bymagnetic saturation when
the machine is subjected to heavy load. Rather than storing
the inductances for different current levels, a gain K1 is
introduced to compensate for the aforementioned variations
and to simplify the control algorithm. To determine K1, the
mutual inductance for various field currents is calculated, as
displayed in Fig. 12. The fluctuation level of Lm is strongly
dependent on the current. The variations in Lm are sepa-
rated into three regions for the easy determination of K1.
In region 1, the slope of Lm increases until if is near 8.4 A.
Similarly, in region 2, the slope of Lm increases until if is
nearly 6.3 A. However, in region 3, the slope of Lm is nearly
constant. The aforementioned observations reveal that the
saturation level varies with the rotor position and excitation
current. Consequently, K1 is experimentally tuned for differ-
ent position regions to compensate for the saturation-induced
error. The K1 is also applied to Las and Lfs because they
share similar magnetic circuits. The magnitude of mutual
inductance is different at various excitation current because
of the nonlinear permeability of the iron core.

Fig. 13 depicts the setting of K1 for various MMF values.
The parameter K1 reduces linearly from 0.95 to 0.5 in region
1 and from 0.95 to 0.38 in region 2. In region 3, K1 reduces
linearly from 0.8 to 0.2. Because small discrepancies exist
between the FEM model and the studied machine, K1 is not
set to 1 even at low MMF values.

FIGURE 13. Plots of K1 versus MMF for various position regions.

FIGURE 14. Function block of the current command generator.

B. CURRENT COMMAND GENERATOR
Fig. 14 displays the detailed function block of the current
command generator. The armature and field current profiles
in Fig. 9 are stored in LUTs. These LUTs have two inputs: the
angle θT and the absolute value of the torque command |T ∗e |.
Each LUT only stores five current waveforms that correspond
to Te0, Te1, Te2, Te3, and Te4. When |T ∗e | is not equal to these
values, two adjacent current waveforms are involved in the
calculations. For example, when |T ∗e | is 0.4 Nm, the current
waveforms for Te2 and Te3 are used to calculate the current
commands through linear interpolation. The table index θT is
calculated as

θT = θr + m · Ts · Pωm, (16)

wherem is a positive integer. Similar to θdec in (15), the phase
of θT is set to be marginally ahead of that of θr to compensate
for the phase delay between the current command and the
actual motor current. Because the current command con-
tains ac components, the phase delay of the feedback current
increases with speed due to the limited bandwidth of the
controller. If the phase delay is not compensated, it negatively
affects the torque performance at high speeds. To compensate
for the phase delay appropriately, m is tuned experimentally
according to the motor speed and torque command. Fig. 15
depicts the waveforms of m versus the speed for various
torque commands. The parameterωm is the mechanical speed
of the motor.

In addition to the phase error, a magnitude error occurs
with the current controller as speed increases. The magnitude
error deteriorates the torque performance. Another gain K2
is introduced to compensate for the torque loss caused by
the magnitude error. Fig. 16 illustrates the waveforms of K2
versus the speed for various torque commands. These wave-
forms were also determined experimentally. The compensa-
tion increases with the speed and torque command. However,
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FIGURE 15. Waveforms of m versus speed for Te1, Te2, Te3, and Te4.

FIGURE 16. Waveforms of K2 versus speed for Te1, Te2, Te3, and Te4.

FIGURE 17. Waveform of K2 versus torque command for |T ∗e | < Te1 (light
load).

because the magnitude error caused by the core loss becomes
significant at light loads, K2 must be adjusted according to
|T ∗e | and not the speed. Consequently, when |T ∗e | < Te1, K2
is determined according to the waveform displayed in Fig. 17.

C. NEGATIVE TORQUE COMMAND
For negative torque command, the armature current wave-
form is reversed. However, the field current can only generate
positive reluctance torque near the commutation positions.
Therefore, to avoid disturbing the positive torque generation
algorithm, the field current is set as 2, 2.8, 3.3, and 3.8 A
for |T ∗e | = Te1, |T ∗e | = Te2, |T ∗e | = Te3, and |T ∗e | =
Te4, respectively, when the torque command is negative. The
aforementioned values are the minimum values of the if
waveforms displayed in Fig. 9.

D. SPEED CONTROLLER
Fig. 18 illustrates the function block of the speed controller.
The shaft speed is controlled with a proportional–integral
controller. The parameter kp is the proportional gain, and

FIGURE 18. Function block of the speed controller.

FIGURE 19. Experimental setup.

ki is the integral gain. The bandwidth of the controller is tuned
to 5 Hz. The torque command is limited to the rated value of
±0.64 Nm. Antiwindup control is implemented with a gain
Kanti to avoid integral windup.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 19 illustrates the experimental setup. The studied
single-phase DCFSM was coupled to a servo motor so that
it could operate in the torque or speed mode. In the torque
mode, the shaft speed was regulated by the servo motor and
the DCFSM provided the load torque. By contrast, in the
speedmode, the shaft speedwas regulated by theDCFSMand
the servo motor provided the load torque. An encoder with
a resolution of 2000 pulses/revolution was used to feedback
the rotor position and speed. A torque meter was connected
between two motors to measure the shaft torque. The input
dc voltage was 155 V. The proposed control scheme was
implemented on a TMS320F28335DSP. The sampling period
of the current controller and current command generator
was 62.5 µs. Moreover, the sampling period of the speed
controller was 0.5 ms.

A. STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE
Fig. 20 displays the torque response of the DCFSM at 60 rpm
when the machine was excited with the proposed current pro-
files. The measured torque was consistent with the position
for the 25% and 50% torque commands, the torque ripple was
less than 20% at all the tested positions. However, for the 75%
and 100% torque commands, significant decreases in torque
were observed between the L and M positions. These posi-
tions correspond to the second commutation position of the
machine. The maximum torque ripple increased to 32% and
56% at the L and M positions, respectively. Because the aux-
iliary rotor was easily saturated near the second commutation
position, the saturated auxiliary rotor limited the reluctance
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FIGURE 20. Measured torque versus position when the DCFSM was
running at 60 rpm and excited with the proposed current profiles.

FIGURE 21. Measured torque versus position when the DCFSM was
running at 60 rpm and excited with negative torque commands.

torque to approximately 0.32 Nm. Therefore, large torque
reductionwas observed. In addition, these results indicate that
the studied machine has self-starting capability at any rotor
position.

Fig. 21 displays the measured torque response for vari-
ous negative torque commands. Torque pulsation inevitably
appeared because the machine could not generate nega-
tive reluctance torque effectively, as explained in Section IV
part C.

Fig. 22 presents a comparison of the torque performance
achieved with the proposed current profiles and the primitive
current profiles displayed in Fig. 4. The machine was oper-
ated in the torque mode with the 25% and 50% torque com-
mands. The results were normalizedwith the rated torque (pu)
for clear observation. The torque generated with the current
profiles displayed in Fig. 4 reduced significantly as the speed
increased due to the loss of torque at the commutation posi-
tions. The torque performance was more consistent with the
proposed current profiles because the voltage limitation was
included in the current profile calculations.

The torque–speed (T–N) curves of the DCFSM are dis-
played in Fig. 23. The solid lines and gray dots represent the
results measured in the torque and speed modes, respectively.
With the proposed control scheme, themachine could provide
a constant rated torque within the rated speed (3500 rpm). For
speeds higher than the rated speed, the torque decreased as the
speed increased due to the power supply limitation. At the
maximum speed (6000 rpm), the machine could still provide
50% rated torque.

FIGURE 22. Comparison of the torque performance achieved with the
proposed current profiles and the current profiles displayed in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 23. T–N curves measured in the torque and speed modes. The
measured torque is normalized to the rated torque.

FIGURE 24. Steady-state responses of the control signals when the
machine was running at 3500 rpm with 100% load.

Figs. 24 and 25 display the steady-state responses of
various control signals when the machine was running
at 3500 rpm with 100% load and at 6000 rpm with 50% load,
respectively. The DCFSM was operated in the speed mode.
Fig. 24 indicates that the winding voltages were marginally
saturated with the dc power supply near the commutation
positions. Consequently, the machine could not produce
the rated torque above 3500 rpm. Moreover, as depicted
in Fig. 25, the winding voltages were seriously saturated
at 6000 rpm with 50% load. This result is in agreement with
the extreme operating point in the T–N curve illustrated in
Fig. 23. The aforementioned results validate that the studied
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FIGURE 25. Steady-state responses of the control signals when the
machine was running at 6000 rpm with 50% load.

FIGURE 26. Measured average torque versus torque command at the
rated speed. Both torques are normalized to the rated torque.

machine can run stably at the rated andmaximum speeds with
the maximum torque available at these speeds.

Fig. 26 illustrates the average torque measured at the rated
speed for the various torque commands. The measured torque
highly agreed with the torque command. This result validates
that the studied machine can generate highly linear torque
with the proposed control scheme.

B. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
The experimental results illustrated in Figs. 27–32 were
obtained when the DCFSM was operated in the speed mode.
Fig. 27 displays the responses when the machine acceler-
ated from standstill to 3500 rpm within 1 s under 75%
load. The motor speed tracked the speed command well, and
the maximum speed error was approximately 200 rpm. The
high-frequency oscillations associated with the speed error
and T ∗e waveforms are caused by the mechanical vibration
of the coupling between the encoder and the motor. Fig. 28
depicts the responses when the machine accelerated from
standstill to 6000 rpm within 1.25 s under 35% load. Above
3500 rpm, the torque command increased because the torque

FIGURE 27. Responses when the machine accelerated from standstill to
3500 rpm within 1 s under 75% load.

FIGURE 28. Responses when the machine accelerated from standstill to
6000 rpm within 1.25 s under 35% load.

FIGURE 29. Responses when the machine decelerated from 6000 rpm to
standstill under 25% load.

generation capability of the machine decreased as the speed
increases. In addition, above 5500 rpm, the torque command
was limited to 75% rated torque to maintain the stability of
the speed control. The maximum speed error was approxi-
mately 600 rpm. The aforementioned results indicate that the
designed control system can start the machine from standstill
successfully and stably regulate themotor speed during accel-
eration and in the constant speed regions.Moreover, the speed
response was smooth because of the small torque ripple.

Fig. 29 displays the responses when the machine deceler-
ated from 6000 rpm to standstill under 25% load. Although
the control system was stable, significant speed error was
observed because the machine generated a large torque ripple
due to the negative torque command.
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FIGURE 30. Responses when the machine ran at the rated speed and a
step load of 90% rated torque was applied and removed.

FIGURE 31. Responses when the machine was running at the maximum
speed and a step load of 40% rated torque was applied and removed.

Figs. 30–32 illustrate the load rejection performance of the
DCFSM control system. Fig. 30 displays the load rejection
performance when the machine was running at 3500 rpm
and a step load of 90% rated torque was applied. The con-
troller required approximately 500 ms to control the shaft
speed to the shaft speed command. The maximum speed
error was approximately 669 rpm. After the load torque was
removed, the shaft speed was controlled to the shaft speed
command within 550 ms, and the maximum speed error was
approximately 683 rpm. Fig. 31 depicts the load rejection
performance when the machine was running at 6000 rpm
and a step load of 40% rated torque was applied. The con-
troller required approximately 450 ms to control the shaft
speed to the shaft speed command, and the maximum speed
error was approximately 215 rpm. After the load torque was
removed, the shaft speed was controlled to the shaft speed
command within 500 ms, and the maximum speed error was
approximately 369 rpm. Fig. 32 displays the load rejection
performance when the machine was running at 1750 rpm
and a step load of −63% rated torque was applied. Because
the torque ripple was large when producing negative torque,
the speed error increased with the load. However, the speed
controller could still successfully control the shaft speed to

FIGURE 32. Responses when the machine was running at half the rated
speed and a step load of −63% rated torque was applied and removed.

FIGURE 33. Responses when the machine was running at the rated speed
with 50% load, the torque ripple reduction control was disabled at 5 s.

the shaft speed command after the load was applied and
removed.

The results illustrated in Figs. 30–32 indicate that the con-
trol system designed for the single-phase DCFSM exhibits
good speed regulation performance even under step load
change.

Fig. 33 compares the responses with and without the
proposed torque ripple reduction scheme. The machine was
running at 3500 rpm with 50% rated load. The torque ripple
reduction control was disabled at 5 s; then, the field current
was control at 2.8 A, which is the minimum of the field
current profiled for 50% rated torque. As it can be seen, large
speed ripple occurred due to the significant torque ripple.
The result illustrated that the proposed torque ripple reduction
scheme can reduce torque ripple effectively.

The efficiency of the machine drive was also measured to
further access the performance of the studied machine. The
input power is the sum of the average power dissipated in the
armature winding (Pa) and the field winding (Pf ), which is
shown by

Pin = Pa + Pf (17)

where

Pa =
1
T

∫ T

0
(va · ia)dt (18)
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FIGURE 34. Measured power and efficiency versus speed as the DCFSM
operate at the maximum torque condition.

Pf =
1
T

∫ T

0

(
vf · if

)
dt (19)

where T denotes the integration period. The PWM ripple on
the winding voltages was filtered carefully to avoid measure-
ment error. The efficiency is calculated as

η =
Pout
Pin
× 100% (20)

where

Pout = ωm · Te (21)

Figure 34 illustrates the measured efficiency at the maximum
torque conditions shown in Fig. 23, which means that the
machine operated along the magenta line before 5400 rpm,
otherwise operated along the green line. It can be seen that
the armature power increases with speed, but the field power
is approximately constant. The efficiency of the machine
is approximately 53% at the rated speed. After 5400 rpm,
because the torque command is limited to 75% rated torque,
the efficiency increased to 59 % at the maximum speed.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel control scheme for single-phase
DCFSMs. In this scheme, the machine is excited with cur-
rent profiles that use the reluctance torque generated by the
field current to compensate for the electromagnetic torque
pulsations. Therefore, the torque ripple can be reduced con-
siderably. The torque ripple is generally above 100% when
the conventional control scheme is adopted; however, the
torque ripple is less than 56% when the proposed control
scheme is employed. The experimental results indicate that
the proposed control system exhibits satisfactory speed regu-
lation performance in DCFSMs due to its highly linear torque
response. With the proposed control system, DCFSMs can
robustly start from standstill under load and accelerate to the
rated or maximum speed. Moreover, the proposed control
system can effectively recover from a step load change in less
than 0.5 s when the DCFSM runs at a constant speed.

The efficiency of the studied single-phase DCFSM motor
drive is between 53–59%. This is comparable to the effi-
ciency of commercially available single-phase IMs and UMs.

However, with the proposed control scheme, the studied
machine performs significantly better in speed regulation and
torque ripple reduction. Consequently, it is possible to use the
proposed single-phase DCFSM in the applications in which
single-phase IM or UM is adopted.
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